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One company that has built a reputation of delivering
projects on time with least maintenance lssues ls
biti'p eritO.on. The company has always been at the
forefront of bidding for the right pro1ect every tlme
According to the company, it is in a stage with about
Rs 10,000 crore of bidding that they are currently

doing rtght now.
The largest sectors for the company has always
been roads. After that, it plans to look at mlnlng
projects too.
tn ttre last five years, the company has won early

completion bonuses of about Rs 320 crore This
rouohlv translates into 1 .5% to 2o/o of its top line
thaicomes only through early completion Even

last year, on a top line of Rs 5,000 crore, it had
an early completion bonus of Rs I06 crore This
fiscal, it is expecting the topline to be upwards
of Rs 6,000-6,300 crore The company's strong
order book and consistent improvement In order
execution for the past two consecutlve quarters
have caught investors' attention. At a time when
peers struggled to grow revenue, Dilip Buildcon
reported efficient order execution. ln the June
ouarter, its revenues grew by nearly 60% year-on.'l,664

crore.
year to Rs
The company has an order book of Rs I 5,600 crore,
of which 82% is in the roads segment. This gives
revenue visibility for the next two-three years'
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accept the award from Indraleet Saoji and Pankaj Dharkar
Dilip Suryavanshi, cMD, and Devendra Jain, cEO, Dilip Buildcon
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Jimmy Mistry and Anuj Puri was the dark horse
in this category.
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MP Naidu, project director, L&T Metro Rail (Hyderabad) is all smiles as he receives
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Rajeev Antony, and Sanjay Bhan, director, ITP Media (lndia)
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the award from Devendra Jain, CEO, Dilip Buildcon;

